
Objective [2.1]-Problems 

Know what the two parameters in a linear model/function mean in the context of “real” relationships.  
Recognize the vocabulary used for these parameters depending on the context  
(constant rate, slope, coefficient) and (initial value, vertical intercept, constant) 

 

For each question complete all parts   
(contributed by Soo Seo) 
 
EXAMPLE: 

 
A linear function will be used to model a relationship 
 
A. Describe the two parameters 

 

B.   Now given ( )l C u cu f    describe the parameters 

 

c is the rate and f the initial value 

 
 

C.  Now given this description “monthly cost is a function of the number of units produced (in thousands) of a product 
per month” describe the parameters 

 

D.  Finally given parts A-C information and this specific model  ( ) 5 100l C u u     describe the parameters 

 
---------------------------------- 
1.  A linear function will be used to model a relationship 
 
A. Describe the two parameters 

B.   Now given ( )f C m rm i    describe the parameters 

r is the rate and i is the initial value 

C.  Now given this description “Cab fare in $ depends on how many miles traveled”” describe the parameters 

D.  Finally given parts A-C information and this specific model  ( ) 3 5f C m m     describe the parameters 

constant rate and initial value 

c is the in cost in dollars of producing a single unit, f is the monthly cost in thousands of dollars if no units are produced 
Note:  in this context in business there are special names for these  two parameters.  c is the unit cost, and f is the monthly fixed cost 

The unit cost is $5/unit and the monthly fixed cost is $100,000 
 Question??  Why isn’t the unit cost per month? 

Question??  What is the unit of   and  f l ? 

Constant rate and initial value 

r is in the cost in dollars of traveling 1 mile by cab and i is the cab fare in dollars when one enters the cab 

The traveling with a cab costs $3/mile and the initial charge is $5. 



2.  A linear function will be used to model a relationship 
 
A. Describe the two parameters 

B.   Now given ( )c P a sa b    describe the parameters 

s is the rate and b is the initial value 

C.  Now given this description “The total cost in $ to paint your house is a function of how much area in sq. ft. there is to 
paint” describe the parameters 

D.  Finally given parts A-C information and this specific model  ( ) 1.25 300c P a a     describe the parameters 

 
 
 
 
3.  A linear function will be used to model a relationship 
 
A. Describe the two parameters 

B.   Now given ( )i G b rb f    describe the parameters 

r is the rate and f is the initial value 

C.  Now given this description “Total monthly revenue in $(thousands) is related to the bags of gummy bears sold each 
month (in thousands)” describe the parameters 

D.  Finally given parts A-C information and this specific model  ( ) 2.1i G b b    describe the parameters 

 

  

constant rate and initial value 

s is in the cost in dollars of painting your house per sq. ft. and b is the total cost in dollars  for the painters to begin. 

The painting cost is $1.25/sq. ft. plus  $300 to begin. 

constant rate and initial value 

r is the cost in dollars of selling a bag of gummy bears and f is the monthly revenue  if no bags are sold. 

The selling cost is $2.10 per box of gummy bears and there is no monthly revenue when no bags are sold.   
 
Note:  There really is no such thing as FIXED REVENUE.   Don’t get this confused with fixed cost.  Cost is NOT part of this relationship.  Notice how 
the parameter f has the value of zero.  This will always be true in this case as there should be no revenue when nothing is sold.   



 
 
4.  A linear function will be used to model a relationship 
 
A. Describe the two parameters 

B.   Now given ( )m I s cs b    describe the parameters 

c is the rate and b is the initial value 

C.  Now given this description “Monthly gross income of a sales person depends on sales made” describe the parameters 

D.  Finally given parts A-C information and this specific model  ( ) 45 1000m I s s     describe the parameters 

 

5.  A linear function will be used to model a relationship 
 
A. Describe the two parameters 

B.   Now given ( )m L c uc s    describe the parameters 

u is the rate and s is the initial value 

C.  Now given this description “There is a relationship between number of cups of lemonade sold and the total cost in $ 
at a kid’s lemonade stand” describe the parameters 

D.  Finally given parts A-C information and this specific model  ( ) 0.25 5m L c c     describe the parameters 

 

  

constant rate and initial value 

c is in the income in dollars per sale and b is the monthly (gross) income if the sales person couldn’t make any sales. 

The commission rate is is $45/sales and the monthly base wage is $1,000. 

constant rate and initial value 

u is the cost in dollars of selling a cup of lemonade (lemonade and plastic cup) and s is the total cost in dollars before the kid sells a single cup of 
lemonade. 

The unit cost is $0.25  per cup of lemonade and the kid’s fixed (setup) cost is $5. 



 

6. Fill the alternative words and phrase you might use. 
 
 

Alternatives to “slope” Alternatives to “y-intercept 

(Constant)  Rate 
Initial Value  

Coefficient  
Vertical axis-intercept 
Output axis intercept 

Linear parameter  
Constant  

 
Constant parameter  

  
 
 
 
 
 


